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A wealth of experience and talent - all in one man. Niall
Mackenzie takes over as Guest Editor this month and
shares his views on all things racing.
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We asked our favourite photographers to nominate their
choice of images and their choices were brilliant - enjoy!
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The Aspar team explain how they’re working with the
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The Vintage Motorcycle Club’s racing arm - British Historic
Racing - is about way more than old BSAs and Manx
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What a year for Andrea Iannone - his first race win, injury,
losing one ride and gaining another. Here’s his view of
2016.
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Retired? Yeah right! Bemsee Chairman Jeremy Hill makes
his sidecar debut and he - and his passengers - survive,
although the ‘car’ was less lucky...

Luke Mossey and his crew chief Jonny Gill are shooting up
the BSB ladder. They tell Racer about their partnership and
what it means to be in the Factory Kawasaki team in 2017.
We persuaded each World Superbike Factory team
manager to tell us what they really think about their
riders, their bikes and WorldSBK in general. Here are their
remarkably honest answers.
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Steve Male finds himself on a hill in Italy surrounded by
Valentino Rossi fans - and has a ball.
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Can a fuel-injected two-stroke work? Wayne Gardner, Eskil
Suter and Ian Lougher think so!
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2017 - THE TECH MOTOGP
Neil Spalding reveals the secrets from the MotoGP tests at
the end of 2016 - with glorious up-close pics of the bikes.
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RACER SERVICES DIRECTORY
The experts in race products and services are on hand to
help you!
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MSVTRACKDAYS
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR A PETROLHEAD
AVAILABLE IN: £30 £50 £100 £200

NOVICE ONLY TRACKDAYS

ROAD BIKE ONLY TRACKDAYS

GENERAL BIKE TRACKDAYS

ACU ASSESMENTS

An MSVTrackdays Voucher is an ideal gift for anyone wanting to
experience the thrill of taking their own bike on our race circuits.
Available in variou denominations, our Track Day Vouchers are
redeemable against all MSV Trackdays events and products at
any one of our five circuits. We organise lots of track days that
cater for all, from the complete Novice to track day addict and racer!
For more information and buy visit www.msvtrackdays.com
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0843 453 3000 WWW.MSVTRACKDAYS.COM

